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Cooper pairing in ultracold 40K using Feshbach resonances
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~Received 9 November 1999; published 17 April 2000!

We point out that the fermionic isotope40K is a likely candidate for the formation of Cooper pairs in an
ultracold atomic gas. Specifically, in an optical trap that simultaneously traps the spin statesu9/2,29/2& and
u9/2,27/2&, there exists a broad magnetic-field Feshbach resonance atB5196221

19 G that can provide the
required strong attractive interaction between atoms. An additional resonance, atB519110

15 G, could generate
p-wave pairing between identicalu9/2,27/2& atoms. A Cooper-paired degenerate Fermi gas could thus be
constructed with existing ultracold-atom technology.

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 34.50.2s, 03.75.Fi
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Recently an ultracold gas of fermionic40K atoms was
cooled to the quantum degenerate regime@1#. This achieve-
ment opens a new chapter in the story of ultracold mat
complementary to the Bose-Einstein condensation work
has been going on for over four years now. The degene
Fermi gas~DFG! is expected to exhibit interesting behavi
in its thermodynamics@2#, collision dynamics@3#, and scat-
tering of light @4,5#. Perhaps the most intriguing prospect f
the DFG is the potential to observe a pairing of the fermio
leading to a derived superfluid state, analogous to the Co
pairing of electrons in a superconductor@6–10#.

To make such a pairing work requires an effective attr
tion between colliding atom pairs in the gas. For bosons
attractive interaction corresponds to a negative value of
s-wave scattering length. For fermions, however, the Pa
exclusion principle prohibitss-wave scattering of atoms in
identical spin states. This leaves onlyp-wave collisions as a
pairing mechanism, but the resulting interactions are en
getically suppressed and are generally considered to give
perimentally unattainable pairing transition temperatu
@11#. On the other hand, a recent proposal has suggested
p-wave interactions may be enhanced by the application
very large dc electric fields, which could be generated
powerful CO2 lasers@12#.

A second possibility would be to use two different sp
states of a fermionic atom, thus restorings-wave collisions
as a pairing mechanism. In this context6Li appears to be an
attractive candidate@13#, since it possesses a large negat
s-wave scattering lengthas522160a0, in units of the Bohr
radiusa0 @14#. @In this paper we distinguishs- and p-wave
scattering lengths with the subscriptss andp. To avoid con-
fusion with standard notations, we indicate the singlet a
triplet explicitly in superscripts, as in Eq.~3!, below.# In this
case the critical temperature for Cooper pairing is appro
mately @13#

Tc;
EF

kB
expS 2

p

2kFuasu
D , ~1!

whereEF andkF are the Fermi energy and momentum, r
spectively. As pointed out in Ref.@13#, for experimentally
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realizable Fermi energiesEF /kB;600 nK there would result
Tc;15 nK for 6Li. Thus any alkali atom with a similarly
large, negative scattering length should be a viable candi
for Cooper pairing.

The purpose of this paper is to consider the prospects
Cooper pairing in40K, in both s and p waves, based on a
magnetic-field Feshbach resonance that can be used to
its scattering length. This atom has been trapped and co
in several labs@1,15#. The ability to tune scattering length
resonantly using magnetic fields@16,17# is now a proven
technology. To date, this resonant tuning was observed in
@18#, Rb @19,20#, and Cs@21#. That these resonances are
fact useful tools for manipulation of ultracold gases has b
amply demonstrated recently in an experiment that u
them to Bose condense the otherwise uncondensible85Rb
isotope@22#.

Although the ‘‘required’’ scattering length to ensure fo
mation of Cooper pairs will depend strongly on experimen
circumstances, we can estimate a reasonable set of pa
eters using the guidelines laid out in Ref.@13#. A first re-
quirement is that the resulting Cooper-paired state be
chanically stable, which for a two-component gas w
number densitiesn1 andn2 requires@13#

n1n2as
6<S p

48D
2

. ~2!

When the scattering length violates this condition, two kin
of instability may occur: ifas,0, at least one componen
collapses into a dense, probably solid state; whereas ias
.0, the two components will phase separate@13#. Note that
with a tunableas these instabilities can be probed expe
mentally in 40K.

If we assume equal densities ofn15n251014 cm21, then
Eq. ~2! imposes the restrictionuasu,1700a0. Conservatively,
we will adopt a target value ofas521000a0 in the follow-
ing. In this case, for a Fermi temperature ofTF;600 nK
~compare Ref.@1#!, we would find a Cooper pairing tempera
ture ofTc;25 nK in 40K. Moreover, we are interested in th
stability of this Tc against variations in the magnetic-fie
strength. Let us require thatTc remain constant to within a
small fraction, say 10%. Equation~1! then tells us that we
©2000 The American Physical Society09-1
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must maintainas constant to within;3%. We will see be-
low that this criterion should be relatively easy to meet
the resonance described.

To compute Feshbach resonances in40K, we employ the
standard close-coupled Hamiltonian for ultracold alkali-at
scattering@23#. As usual, meaningful results can be obtain
from this Hamiltonian only if it is fine tuned with the help o
experimental data. In this case we will employ the co
straints imposed by a recent analysis of photoassocia
spectroscopy of the 0g

2 state of 39K2 @24#. This analysis re-
veals a39K triplet scattering length~in a0) of

as
triplet~39!521720.045~C62C̄6!625, ~3!

with C̄653800 atomic units@25#. This parametrization al-
lows for an uncertainty in theC6 coefficient that determine
the long-range van der Waals attraction between the ato
The experiment itself provides no direct information on t
value of C6. The result in Eq.~3! is consistent with a
complementary analysis of the 1u state of 39K, which gives
260a0,as

triplet(39),15a0 @26#.
Rescaling by the appropriate reduced mass, for40K Eq.

~3! implies a nominal triplet scattering length ofas
triplet(40)

5176a0. This result is consistent with the values obtained
a direct collisional measurement in40K @27#. Finally, we
take the singlet scattering length to beas

singlet(40)5105a0

@24,28#. This value is fairly well constrained by the existin
data; moreover, the results of this paper depend only we
on its exact value.

There remains the issue of the value ofC6 to employ in
the calculations. The results of Marinescuet al. covered the
fairly broad rangeC6538006200 atomic units@25#. The
accuracy of this result is limited by uncertainties in t
atomic data used in the calculation. By contrast, a new h
precision calculation by Dereviankoet al. predicted a much
narrower range ofC653987615 @29#. This improvement is
largely due to Dereviankoet al.’s accurate calculation o
atomic structure, which freed them from experimental unc
tainties. Their track record is impressive: for Na@30# and Rb
@20#, their predictions are within an experimental uncertain
of inferred values ofC6. This result lends credence to the
value ofC6 for potassium, which we will adopt here. In th
case the largest uncertainty in potassium scattering len
arise from the625 in Eq.~3!, rather than fromC6. Taking
this uncertainty into account, and rescaling the mass, the40K
triplet s-wave scattering length is given byas

triplet(40)
5176227

177a0.
Perhaps the most appealing candidate spin states in w

to seek a Feshbach resonance would be the magneti
trappable statesu f m&5u9/2,9/2& and u9/2,7/2&, which are al-
ready trapped in the JILA experiment@1#. However, as re-
ported in Ref.@28#, no such resonance exists. There may
resonances for nearby spin states, but these should be
narrow (DB!1 G! and probably not useful for Cooper pai
ing.

There is, however, a broad resonance in collisions
tween the statesu9/2,29/2& and u9/2,27/2&, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. This resonance, lying between 175 and 205 G
05340
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easily accessible experimentally. Moreover, its broad wi
implies that the scattering length can be tuned quite ac
rately. The inset to Fig. 1 focuses on the region nearas5
21000a0. To maintain this value of the scattering length
within 3% ~i.e., to maintainTc constant to within 10%, as
discussed above! would require holdingB steady to within
;0.1 G. Since the two states are strong-field seekers,
cannot be trapped in the usual magnetic traps that have
ditionally been used for Bose-Einstein condensation stud
Nevertheless, the two states could be held in an optical t
These traps have recently attained great stability, with l
times exceeding 300 sec@31#. Note also that an optical trap
ensures that the magnetic field can be made uniform ac
the entire trap, so that all atoms would experience the sa
pairing interaction. Evaporative cooling may be possible
these traps as well@32,33#.

These particular spin states are also appealing in term
their stability against collisional losses. At the ultralow tem
peratures of interest here,p-wave collisions are strongly sup
pressed, meaning that there are virtually no losses du
collisions between atoms in the same spin state. Inela
collisions that produceu9/2,25/2& states are also energet
cally forbidden, since the energy of this state lies 2.3 m
higher in energy than theu9/2,27/2& state at the magnetic
fields considered. There would then remain only the collis
process

u9/2,29/2&1u9/2,27/2&→u9/2,29/2&1u9/2,29/2&. ~4!

This collision cannot occur in a spin-exchange proce
which must conserve the summa1mb528 of the magnetic
quantum numbers. Nor can it proceed by the spin-spin di
lar interaction@34#. This is because an incidents wave can
only couple to ad-wave final state in this processes, butd

FIG. 1. Variation with magnetic field of thes-wave scattering
lengthas for u9/2,29/2&1u9/2,27/2& collisions of 40K. The heavy
line shows the nominal case, whereas

triplet(40)5176a0, while the
dotted lines indicate the uncertainty of the resonance’s posi
through the uncertainty inas

triplet(40). The inset shows the nomina
case in the vicinity ofas521000a0.
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waves are forbidden for identical final spin states. Thus
mixture we envision is virtually immune to two-body los
processes.

This leaves us with the possibility for three-body loss p
cesses, where two bodies recombine into a molecule,
the other carrying away the binding energy. These proce
can generally contribute to heating, trap loss, or contam
tion with unwanted molecular states. They have been
served to exert a strong influence on Bose-Einstein cond
sates, especially near Feshbach resonances@18#. The age of
quantitative calculation of three-body recombination has
begun@35#. Nevertheless, we can argue that these losses,
are suppressed in this system. Roughly this is because
three-body collision in a two-component Fermi gas must
volve two identical atoms. Again invoking the exclusio
principle, these atoms must have a nonzero relative ang
momentum, which effectively keeps them apart, suppres
the collision. Following the more careful hyperspheric
treatment of the type in Ref.@35#, this would lead to a thresh
old law where the three-body recombination rate vanishe
low E asE1/2, in contrast to theE-independent rate expecte
for bosons.

Finally, we return to the subject of possiblep-wave Coo-
per pairing, similar to that envisioned in Ref.@12#. Non-
s-wave pairing is already known in superconductors and
superfluid 3He. However, the ability to produce this pairin
in a dilute, weakly interacting atomic gas, and moreover
control the strength of coupling, would enable a detailed
perimental and theoretical study, as was already the cas
dilute Bose condensates. In this case the pairing tempera
analogous to Eq.~1!, is given by

Tc;
EF

kB
expS 2

p

2~kFuapu!3D . ~5!

Hereap stands for the ‘‘p-wave scattering length,’’ defined
by

ap
35 lim

k→0
2

dp~k!

k3 , ~6!

wheredp(k) is thep-wave scattering phase shift andk is the
wave number. The cubic dependence onap of the exponen-
tial in Eq. ~5! places more severe restrictions onap than in
the s-wave case. For example, forTF5600 nK, settingap
521000a0 in Eq. ~5! would yield a critical temperature o
only Tc50.002 nK, whereas forap521500 we would ob-
tain Tc514 nK. In the latter case, if we again require thatTc
be constant to within 10%, we find thatap must be constan
to within 1%.

For 40K the naturally occurring value of the tripletp-wave
scattering length isap

triplet(40)52100a0, which is far too
small to be of use. Fortunately, there are Feshbach r
nances in this case, too. Generally speaking, these r
nances lie at approximately the same values of the magn
field as thes-wave resonances, since eachs-wave bound state
that can resonate is accompanied by ap-wave bound state a
a nearby energy. For example, inp-wave collisions of
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u9/2,7/2& and u9/2,5/2&, there are extremely narrow reso
nances, as for thes-wave case.

We therefore again seek resonances in states with n
tive values ofmf . In particular, for collisions in a gas of pur
u9/2,27/2& atoms, we find a fairly broad resonance at a p
sition of B5191210

15 G, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This reso
nance has nearly the same shape as the familiars-wave reso-
nances, but with an additional inflection whenap;0, arising
from the cube-root dependence ofap on dp . This resonance
is also somewhat narrower in a magnetic field than
s-wave resonance reported above. In this case, holdingap
21500a0 constant to within 1% requires holding the ma
netic field constant to within perhaps 0.001 G.

In a given experiment the desired values of scatter
lengths may differ from the sample values we have cons
ered. In this case, it is useful to present approximate fitt
formulas for the resonances, computed for the nominal in
action potentials. Fors waves, this fit is

as'1642
1260

~B2196.2!
. ~7!

The p-wave fit, forap,0 and very near resonance, is

ap'26002
21

~B2191.02!
. ~8!

In each case, the scattering length is ina0 and the fieldB is
in G.

In conclusion, these magnetic-field Feshbach resonan
make possible a variable Cooper-pairing interaction in ult
cold 40K gases. Such interactions will enable detailed stud
of s- and p-wave superfluid states, including their instabi
ties, at a level not possible before. Significantly, to imp
ment these resonances requires no technology beyond
is currently available.

I thank D. Jin and C. Greene for useful discussions. T
work was supported by the National Science Foundation

FIG. 2. Variation with magnetic field of thep-wave scattering
length ap for u9/2,27/2&1u9/2,27/2& collisions of 40K. Shown is
the nominal case, whereap

triplet(40)52100a0. The inset focuses on
the variation ofap with B in the vicinity of ap521500a0.
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